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The power-law 
statistics of 
terrorism 

show that it 
"is an endemic 
feature of the 

madern world. ' 

War and famine. Peace i 
I 

-Somali proverb 

Conflict or Co-exister.,,~ 
Gareth Evans 

The world as we see it around w d-'t 1) For every case of religious or ethnic or , , 
I immediately suggest that we have learned l i i i s t i c  difference erupting in communal 

much about peacehl coexistence. Whether it's violence, there are innumerably more cases 
Iraq or Israel-Palestine, Sri Lanka or Nepal, around the world of people and groups of dif- L 

D& or the Eastern Congo, the Korean ferent cultures and backgrounds living harmo- I 

Peninsula or the Taiwan Strait, Colombia or niously s~de by side; - I 

I 
the Caucasus, London or Bali, or wherever 2) For every group economic grievance that -- 
else in the world each day the golden media erupts in catastrophic violence there are innu- I 
rule applies - "if it bleeds, it leads" - we are merably more that don't; 
assailed with a constant flow of news about 3) For every instance of economic greed - 

I 
war, potential war or violent extremism which for control of resources or the levers of gov- 
seems depressingly endless. emment - generating or 

But what I want to atg- fuelling outright conflict, I 

gest is that, for all that has The basic point there are innumerably more 
gone wrong and continues that don't; 
to go wrong when it comes- about Conflict and - +, every assefion of 
to war, civil war, mass vic- 
lence and temrism conflict extremist violence sEG2&m$; Tg 
is not inevitable. We have is hat it is always results in outright military 
learned a great deal about aggression there are many 
how to prevent and resolve eonf =Xf specific. more that don't; 
it, particukuly over the last 5) For every Muslim in 
decade; the record is rather the Arab-Islamic world 

Is Tenorism WWllR . . . . . . .Z better than it seems (at least in relation to war whose feeling of grievance or humiliation 
and civd war, if not terrorism) and we can do against the US or the West takes a violent 

Is There a New Warfare? . . .4 better still if governments and intergovern- form, there are many millions more for whom 
mental organizations apply the right hinds of it doesn't; and 

AFL-ClO's Iraq Resolution . . .7 policies and give the right kind of leadership. 6) For every alienated second-generation 
The basic point about conflict and extremist immigrant, not succdmg in the new world 

FAST Update . . . . . . . . . . .13 violence is that it is always context specific. but feeling adrift fiom the cultural moorings of 
Democratic Republic Big overarcbing theories about conflict - his old, who translates that rage or despair into 

whether cast in terms of clash of civilizations, indiscriminate t e ~ ~ ~ r i s t  violence, there are 
ancient tribal enmity, eu,nomic greed, e m  innumerably more for whom that is inconce~v- 
nomic grievance, or anything else - may be able. 

Boston, January 2006 good for keynote speeches, and certainly good All thii simply means &at there are no sin- 
for royalties. They may also be quite helpll in gle causal explanations, and no accompanying 
identifying particular explanatory factors that single big fixes, for any of the various contin- 
should certainly be taken into amount in trying uing problems of conflict and violence that 
to understand the dynamics of @& situa- beset us The problems are complex and 
tions. But they never seem to work very well multi-dimensional, and so too are the solu- 
in sorting between those siNatim which are tions. 
combustible and those which are not: ( mnfinued on page 9) I 
































